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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES

Dates for your Diary
Managing the Housing Supply. We are delighted that a new SPD
A revised version of the
(Supplementary Planning Document) has been agreed by WDC to put
programme
for the year is
a moratorium on new housing. This has become necessary as the
included
with
this Newsletter
district has agreed applications for 9000 new dwellings only half way
through the period 1996-2011 when the target for the whole period is
Meetings to February 2006:
7200. Below John Archer writes about the implications of the SPD.
The Parade renewal scheme (LUMP). Work on this has now
stopped until next May, when it will be resumed from outside Jephson
Inn Signs and Drinking
gardens to the railway bridge at the south end of Bath Street. The
Customs
implementation of this stage is likely to be difficult because of the
Graham
Sutherland
narrowness of Bath Street. The scheme has cost £2.2 million so far;
Thurs 8th Dec, 7.45pm
the cost of next year's work will be on top.
Clarence Suite, Oddfellows Hall
Chiltern 150-place car park. The application for a car park on the
undeveloped and largely overgrown land on north side of the station is
George Hall Memorial Lecture,
still under discussion. The society, along with Regenesis and
joint meeting with the Literary
CLARA, is arguing for a north side entrance as part of the scheme,
Society
and for a footpath entrance/exit onto Lower Avenue. Both of these
Thomas Oken,
suggestions are part of the planning brief for the area adopted by
Paul Bolitho
WDC in 1999.
Tuesday 10th Jan, 7.30
Pump Rooms Annexe,
Physiotherapy. WCC Health and Scrutiny Committee were opposed
to the closure of Physiotherapy Station Approach, and asked for the
From Humble Village to
decision to be referred to the Secretary of State. This was not done.
Splendid
Spa, 1800-1850:
Instead WCC has decided to monitor the new regime. In view of the
a
Tribute
to Bill Gibbons,
(now revealed) dire financial position of the hospital trust we can
Jo
Clark
probably hope for little more.
Thurs 9th February,
Quicks site. The Leamington Society, working with CLARA, local
Oddfellows Hall
residents and the Avenue Bowling Club argued that the new
application for 170 flats (reduced to 166 at the last moment) was still
See back page for more
entirely inappropriate for this site. We prepared a full analysis of the
information on these events
faults of the scheme. This analysis was welcomed by the WDC
Planning Committee when they considered the proposal. They
rejected the application unanimously. We have won this battle, but not the war. Miller Homes has appealed
against this rejection and that of their earlier application for 183 flats. The appeal is to be heard next April.
John Picking. We were saddened to hear of John's death on November 19th. We were absolutely delighted
earlier this year when he agreed to become our Vice-Chairman; he was such a kind and helpful person
whose support could always be relied on. We shall greatly miss him.
Committee changes. We regret the resignation of Jeannette Oubridge – our sincere thanks to Jeannette are
recorded later in this newsletter. We are pleased that Gordon Fyfe has agreed to become a co-opted
member. He will augment our knowledge, particularly in the area of planning.
Programme revisions. It has become necessary to make some changes to the programme for 2006. A
revised version, printed in green, is included with this newsletter.

FRIENDS OF LEAMINGTON STATION
The activities of the Friends continue unabated.
Roll of Honour. Nearly100 people came to the Leamington Spa station on November 11th to watch as the
President of the Friends, Pete Waterman, with local
railway historian and member Patrick Kingston, unveiled
a Roll of Honour on Platform 2. This commemorates
almost 2500 GWR men killed in the Great War. A
massive one third of all GWR staff enlisted to fight.
After the unveiling there was a service in which the roll
of honour was dedicated by Father David Lawson of St
John the Baptist Church together with Revd Christopher
Wilson of All Saints Church – the station spans both
parishes. Four wreaths were laid, the first by the deputy
mayor Cllr Andy Leahy.
Waiting rooms. With the aid of a very generous
funding by our Town Council we shall be putting
railway posters back in the waiting rooms; our May
Newsletter showed a possible poster. We hope this work
will be completed in the next six months.

Dedication of Roll of Honour
l to r: Pete Waterman, Patrick Kinston,
Rev Christopher Wilson, Fr David Lawson

The gardens and tubs
The Platform 2 garden has continued to look good as a result of all the work on it since Easter; the flowering
has been impressive well into November. Now work has started in earnest on the terrace gardens. The
upper part was cleared in July of an enormous amount of brambles, convolvulus and other invasive and
persistent weeds and now three volunteers have undertaken the long-term maintenance and planting. They
have even created a blog http://leamingtonspastation.blog.co.uk where you can read about and comment on
their progress. In the meantime a couple of pictures showing what has been achieved so far:

… and recently

Upper terrace in early July …
Other volunteers have started on the lower terrace.

We have raised over £300 in cash for plants. The Friends are very grateful for generous donations from the
George Hall bequest, CLARA, and from:
Chris & Margaret Begg
Ruth Bennion
Rachel Berger
Dr Andrew Cave
Toby Cave

Rachel Chesterfield
Chris Daniels
Margaret Devitt
Estelle Dodson
Betty Drummond

Paul Edwards
Jan Gillett
Gordon Goddard-Pickett
Bill and Ann Hemus
Anne Hill

Tom Holloway
David Hollway
Kathleen Hanks
Archie & Marianne Pitts
Mr. Reeve

Peter & Janet Storrie
Robert Taylor
Sidney Tyrrell
Jane Willey
Bridget Winn

Money is continuing to arrive for the garden, as well as many donations of plants. On top of this there are
the hours of work that volunteers have put into this since Easter. A conservative estimate is more than 300
hours so far, and rising. The local branch of the Soroptimists maintain and regularly replant the numerous
tubs of flowering plants on the platforms. Thanks to all of you.
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DECRIMINALISATION
The society's meeting in October was about decriminalisation. Archie, as Chairman, introduced the panel.
The unsexy title means the transfer of responsibility for traffic offences from the Police to the local
Authority – Warwick County Council in our case. The speakers were

•
•
•
•
•

Roger Bennett, of WCC (responsible for overseeing the introduction of the new scheme);
Paul Hayes, Leamington Town Centre Manager;
Bill Gifford, Town and District Councillor, involved in the introduction of the scheme;
Brian Wall, local trader and chair of the Chamber of Trade
Robin Richmond, our Secretary and town centre resident.

Each speaker had a turn to address the meeting. Roger opened by explaining that the Home Office wanted
the change and demand has been stimulated by deliberately employing very few Traffic Enforcement Police
Officers. Only three serve Warwick, Leamington Spa and Kenilworth with predictable chaos in town
centres. Enforcement of parking rules will be carried out by Parking Attendants (not Traffic Wardens).
Revenues are to be ring-fenced, first to pay for the considerable costs of setting up the scheme, including the
updating of road signs and installation of Pay and Display machines, and second to improve local transport,
with bigger off-street car-parks, park and ride and so on.
Decriminalisation has already been introduced in Stratford upon Avon; Nuneaton and Bedworth are next and
Warwick District last. Our start was scheduled to be October 2006, but this has slipped to 2007 or later.
Roger believed that the Stratford scheme has improved the turnover of parking places, so that more are
available to visitors, and has also improved traffic circulation and road safety.
WCC has commissioned a traffic survey of Warwick District by Ove Arup. The results of this are due very
soon, and will be used to design our decriminalisation plan. We were assured that we will be able to see the
report and there will be public consultation before any plan is implemented.
A difficult balance must be found between the needs of the different users: traders, residents, commuters,
visitors. As parking spaces are in short supply there are bound to be conflicts of interest. Restrictions in the
inner Town Centre will displace motorists to the edge and the suburbs, annoying local residents. Shop
workers also need parking places. Florists and other traders who deliver should be allowed to do so. Brian
Wall pointed out that all shoppers require convenient and easy parking and if Leamington Spa is to remain a
premier shopping area, the rules should be enforced but not in a hostile manner. More than 100 towns
already have such a scheme and Paul Hayes thought the prosperity of Leamington Spa would increase after
decriminalisation.
WCC looks after on-street parking and WDC owns the off-street car parks, so Bill Gifford and WDC believe
the best solution would be a partnership. If WDC ran the scheme there would be no "incentivisation" of
Parking Attendants – so no prize car for the most energetic attendant, as has happened (reportedly)
elsewhere in the UK. A private firm would make a profit out of the scheme, raising costs for everyone.
Town Centre residents would be happier to pay for parking than those living further out, but the inevitable
displacement of cars (particularly commuters') from the centre may change that. Questions remain:
• How exactly will the scheme operate? Where should the boundaries be, and how many different
zones are needed?
• What happens to any surplus over the operating costs of the scheme?
• What happens if there is no agreement between WCC and WDC?
• Could the Parking Attendants report other problems, such as vandalism and litter?
The current situation is unacceptable with no enforcement and out-of-date notices hindering Wardens from
charging. Robin Richmond's photographs of New Street where the double parking has made access for
emergency services difficult to impossible, and the antisocial blocking of garages, especially in the evenings
and at weekends, demonstrate the present unsatisfactory situation. The new scheme should have 24/7
enforcement. WDC has not required any provision for off-street parking in new developments so the
problem has become much worse over the last ten years. If Wandsworth District in London can enforce 1.2
car-parking spaces per residence, why cannot WDC do the same and soon? Park and Ride should be
introduced at the same time to reduce the impact of the new rules. The traffic system needs to be integrated
with the local plan.
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Richard Tamlin (Chairman of the Parking Group of WDC) and Bill Stirling (an experienced
"decriminalisation" officer from Stratford District Council, and now at WDC) were in the audience and
made many helpful contributions to the discussion. The audience also made several relevant points:
• Why cannot we adopt or adapt successful schemes already operating in other towns (Bath, Oxford,
Salisbury, Winchester)? We were assured that WCC is studying these.
• Are we exchanging chaos for tyranny? Will the system be handled sensibly and fairly, rather than
officiously? There is an appeals procedure but the fines are set nationally – £60 reduced to £30 for
prompt payment. Last year £1 billion in UK parking fines made £439 million profit!
• Many landlords will want to turn their front gardens into car parks – is this to be allowed in the
conservation area? Examples of this have occurred, and quite recently.
• What is the point of selling central car park sites for flats (without parking!) as is planned for
Bedford Street? Even if the proceeds are used to expand the Covent Garden multi-storey, we need
both. Many shoppers, particularly women, much prefer ground level parking because they do not
feel safe in multi-storey car parks.
• Multi-storey car parks, which close at midnight, are useless for evening visitors – we were assured
that St. Peter's will be open 24/7.
Marianne Pitts

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
WARWICK SHIRE HALL AND COURTS
If and when the proposed Southern Justice Centre is built in Newbold Terrace, the Crown and County
Courts will move there from Warwick. Before then, I recommend a visit to Warwick to see a fine example
of an eighteenth century courtroom.
Warwick Combined Court is housed in the Shire Hall,
Northgate South Side. The site has been used for the
administration of justice since at least 1480.
The present building was erected from 1754 to 1757 to
replace an older hall and was used for Quarter Sessions and
Assizes up to 1972. From the establishment of County
Councils in 1888 until the new Council Chamber was
complete in 1958 its use was divided between the Judiciary
and the administration Council.
Externally the building has a central feature with four
engaged Corinthian columns. There is a semi-circular
arched doorway in the centre and between the columns on either side is a recessed niche. The wings on
either side have Corinthian pilasters with a window in each bay. Level with the capitals are heavy carved
swags. In 1948 the external facade was refaced and the County coat of arms added to the pediment above the
door.
Internally there are three courts. Courts 1 and 2 are structurally similar and have Corinthian columns set in
an octagon supporting an ornamental ceiling surmounted by an octagonal lantern. Court 1 was designed as
the Criminal Court and Court 2 was primarily for civil actions but is now used for criminal trials. The layout
of the two courts is slightly different. In Court 2 the benches for counsel and others follow the octagonal
configuration of the walls more closely and, surprisingly, Court 2 has a slightly larger dock than Court 1.
Court 3 is a much plainer rectangular room but does have an interesting plaster ceiling. It was formerly the
Grand Jury Room and still has on the wall the Grand Jury Gaffs, which were used to pass indictments from
the balconies of the adjoining courts to the Clerks. Court 3 is now used as a criminal court and for County
Court hearings, although most of the County Court work at Warwick is heard by District Judges in their
chambers, which are across the road.
Court 1 has a feeling of both grandeur and intimacy. From the public gallery one has a fine bird’s eye view
of the proceedings. Sitting there you will have no trouble in imagining yourself back in 1781 when Captain
John Donellan was tried in that court in front of Mr Justice Buller and found guilty of poisoning his brotherin-law, Sir Theodosius Boughton, by administering ‘laurel water’. Apart from the anachronistic looking
4

electronic equipment for recording and taking evidence by video link, little has changed since then. Wigs
and gowns still abound; furthermore the Donellan case involved circumstantial evidence and an early use of
medical experts, both of which are still problematic today as with Sir Roy Meadow and his theory of
Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy. Justice was, however, swifter in the eighteenth century. Donellan’s trial
took only twelve hours, in spite of four experts giving evidence, and at seven o’clock on the morning of the
day after the trial ended he was taken to be hanged.
Malcolm Welsh

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
HOUSING RESTRAINT IN LEAMINGTON
Much debate has taken place recently over housing proposals within Leamington and their impact upon
existing residential environments. The Society has played an important role in bringing the issues that these
proposals have raised before the public, notably through the well-attended debate at the Town Hall last
November and through correspondence in the local press.
Well, we now have a policy of restraint in place which seeks to reduce the number of residential schemes
gaining planning permission. In many respects, it does indeed deal with the concerns of the Society, but its
background is a little more complex and may be helpful to explore the purpose of the policy and understand
how it will work in practice.
Much of the concern has been generated by proposals to replace existing dwellings with schemes of higher
density, raising issues of government density policy, previously developed land definitions, design issues
and controls (or, generally, lack of controls) over demolition. Whilst legitimate debate can be had over such
issues on a site-by-site basis, the underlying rationale of the new restraint policy arises from issues of wider,
more regional significance.
The Regional Spatial Strategy (previously Regional Planning Guidance) for the West Midlands Region aims
to achieve a shift in previous patterns of development. The Shire Districts have historically absorbed a
significant amount of development to meet the desire for movement away from the major urban areas of the
West Midlands. Some of the problems of lack of investment and decline in the core areas of the
Birmingham/W. Midlands conurbation have been related to this. The new Strategy, established as statutory
planning policy and committed to by all the authorities in the Region, is to reverse that trend and to seek
regeneration of the core areas of the conurbation. This requires not only investment in those inner areas
themselves, but also restriction on the scale of development that takes place elsewhere.
As a result, the scale of development in areas such as ours is expected to become less and housing targets
have been set accordingly. However, our area does, of course, remain an extremely attractive area to live and
with a buoyant housing market, it has remained a target area for developers. With the trend towards higher
density development and significant amounts of housing arising from previous commitments, there has been
concern that the future levels of housing development that may be proposed here could conflict with the
overall strategy to restrict outward movement from the major urban areas. It is for this reason that the
Council has approved the new policy approach and will now be refusing permission for residential
development except in certain limited instances.
Its successful implementation will certainly suppress the sorts of development that concern the Society, but
it is also the case that in the interests of restricting the numbers overall, other developments, that may be
entirely acceptable to all, may have to be resisted on the basis that they would add to an already large pool of
residential permissions. The policy will not be popular with everyone!
How will it operate?
The approach is to refuse permission for residential proposals except where there are particular benefits that
would be achieved. These are spelled out in the policy. It should, however, be understood that the policy
does not resist the improvement of existing accommodation, through extensions etc, but only applies where
additional residential units are created.
The main exceptions relate to regeneration proposals within the District. It remains a high priority to
improve the character of the town and therefore schemes that bring forward regeneration within Old Town
or assist in securing necessary Town Centre development, residential development may be permitted.
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In addition, schemes which are wholly for affordable housing may be allowed. Although housing overall is
not required, there is a real shortage of housing at an affordable level within the District and so if a scheme
can provide this, it may be acceptable.
It is of course important to secure the future of listed buildings. Conversion of a listed building to residential
use may be allowed where that restores the building to its original function or is otherwise the only practical
means of securing its preservation.
How long will the policy be in place?
As the policy is a reflection of housing supply levels, it will depend on how long the supply remains
significantly above the target requirements. This is likely to continue for a few years. It may be affected by
the review of housing figures due in the next couple of years as part of the review of the Regional Spatial
Strategy. The application of the policy will be reviewed as information on this and continuing monitoring of
land supply takes place.
Will the policy be robust?
The policy will undoubtedly be tested on appeal. It is never possible to predict with certainty the outcome of
appeals. We believe we have assessed the issues, constructed the policy and undertaken the appropriate
procedures in as robust a fashion as possible. It is, however, a very new policy position for this Council to
take and whilst we are confident that it is well rooted in the wider policy framework, one can never take the
outcome of appeals for granted!
John Archer, Head of Planning and Engineering at WDC
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

REGENCY STYLE OF LEAMINGTON SPA
Paul Edwards, our planning representative, has recently written an extensively
illustrated booklet on the regency style in our town.
Paul writes "The charm of the Regency style comes from its classical design –
symmetry, good proportions and harmony, with playful detail.
Decorative ironwork for verandas, balconies,
canopied doorways, Gothick windows and
barge boards, and the unifying use of stucco
give a wonderful visual impact to the streets,
crescents and terraces."

Regency Style of Leamington Spa was
enthusiastically reviewed by the Civic Trust
"A well-produced and accessible little booklet
with great colour pics, informative line
drawings and a map of Leamington's finest
Regency Streets. A must for any fan of the
Hope Cottage, Leam Terrace
Regency period's sophisticated yet practical
approach to the domestic façade."
It can be purchased in the Tourist Office in the Pump Rooms, or direct from Paul, at £4.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Jeannette Oubridge
The Leamington Society would like to thank Jeannette Oubridge, who has recently resigned from the
Executive Committee, for all her work on behalf of the Society.
She was elected onto the Committee in May 2003 and as Carolyn Renison had been forced by work
commitments to give up her role of Newsletter Editor, we were delighted that Jeannette, a member of the
Editorial Sub-Committee for some years, agreed to take over. Jeannette had the necessary skills, having
been editor of several local publications, and with her interest in local history, was able to put her own stamp
on the Newsletter and maintain the excellent standard set by previous editors.
We shall miss her cheerful presence and commonsense approach on the Committee but we are pleased that
she will remain an active Society member and will continue to attend our main meetings.
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STAR RATING FOR OUR TOWN COUNCIL
Royal Leamington Spa Town Council has very recently been granted Quality Town
Status. To make this grade shows what a great job our 16 Town Councillors and their
Officers are doing. The complete office of our town council consists of the Town
Clerk, Robert Nash, and his two (half-time) assistants.
Only 2.3% of 9500 Town and Parish councils across the country have achieved
Quality Town Status. That our council has done so a mere three years after coming
into existence only reinforces our belief in them.
The implication of the new status is that the Town Council will be able to ask for
power to be devolved to it from principle authorities, for example WDC, where it can
demonstrate that this will ensure the best outcome for the public at grass roots level.
Hearty congratulations to our Town Council.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
NOW & THEN

… and now
The Regent Hotel in the 1930s

The railings to the right of the porch have gone as well as the
balcony and crest above it. A pity.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Professor T. P. Whitehead C.B.E.
The Society lost one of its prominent members in October on the death of Professor Tom Whitehead.
He achieved fame as a biochemist and was much travelled with the World Health Organisation working
particularly on water purification in the Middle and Far East. His contribution to Cancer Research is
especially memorable and in the academic field he became Dean of the Medical School in the University of
Birmingham.
Recently he was actively involved, with the Leamington Society, in opposing unwanted development in
north Leamington. He will be greatly missed.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

We welcome the new members:
James Mackay
Peter and June Calcutt

Nigel and Barbara Hutchinson
John and Pauline Curtis
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Chairman
Archie Pitts
4 LeamTerrace
CV31 1BB 885532
Vice Chairman
W. Allan Jeffery
3 Rectory Close, Allesley,
Coventry CV5 9AE
02476 403797
Hon. Secretary
Robin Richmond
38 Leam Terrace
CV31 1BQ 335952
Hon. Treasurer &
Membership Secretary
Marianne Pitts
4 Leam Terrace
CV31 1BB 885532
Planning Representative
Paul Edwards
423725
Communications Officer
Tom Holloway
771772
Other Committee Members
Ruth Bennion 421862
Gordon Fyfe 312150
Tim Griffiths 400537
Mark Sullivan 330104
Margaret Watkins 425733
Newsletter Distribution
Jo Clark
The Leamington Society is a
registered charity. It is affiliated to
the Civic Trust and to the West
Midlands
Amenity
Societies
Association. It exists to preserve
the heritage and improve the
character of Royal Leamington Spa
and to encourage high standards of
planning and architecture.
Charity No. 516078

Unless otherwise indicated, views
expressed in these newsletters are
the contributors’ own and not
necessarily the corporate view of
the Society.

PLANNING MATTERS
The last meeting of the Conservation Area Advisory Forum (CAAF) saw a
marked reduction in the number of planning applications. This is
presumably due to the Supplementary Planning Document, approved by
WDC in September, for Managing Housing Supply. The purpose of this
new Supplementary Planning Document is to prevent an excessive over
supply in the District, in relation to the strategic housing requirement set out
in the West Midlands Regional Spatial Strategy and the Warwickshire
Structure Plan.
The Bath Street area has great potential for improvement, as it has some
very fine architecture. It is good to see such a well- mannered infilling in
Regent Place now completed, and the lovely looking Akito florist looking
so smart on the corner with Bath Street. This building is a fine example of
how to turn a corner in style, something that Regency builders were so good
at doing.
An application for listed building consent is about to be submitted for
increasing the size of the booking hall at our railway station. With such a
huge increase in rail travel, the changes are necessary and we are assured it
will be carried out in sympathy with the art deco style.
Paul Edwards
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

TALKS TO FEBRUARY 2006
Inn Signs and Drinking Customs, Graham Sutherland, Thurs 8th Dec,
Oddfellows Hall
Graham is a former Warwickshire police inspector. His talk will be
accompanied by Christmas refreshments of mulled wine and mince pies.
Thomas Oken, Paul Bolitho, Tuesday 10th Jan, 7.30, Pump Rooms
Annexe
Paul is a local historian and author of books on Warwickshire personalities
and topics like Ripples from a Local Pond and Ripples from Warwickshire
Past. Recently he has published a book on Thomas Oken, the well-known
16th century resident and benefactor from Warwick. Paul will be telling us
about this very interesting man.
From Humble Village to Splendid Spa, 1800-1850: a Tribute to Bill
Gibbons, Thurs 9th Feb, Jo Clark, Oddfellows Hall
Bill Gibbons was a long-standing member of the Leamington Society and
gave talks about his valuable research into the history of Leamington.
This tribute to Bill by his friend, Jo Clark, also a member of the Society,
will use Bill's original slides and notes with Guide Books of the period.
Jo, while not a historian, has a great interest in Leamington, and has
collected Leamington printed material for over 25 years.
The talk will be an opportunity to see Bill's marvellous slides and
experience the very exciting birth of Royal Leamington Spa.
Further ahead we have

Early Spring visit to Wroxham Abbey, Saturday 25th February with Paul Edwards
Leamington 50 years ago, Friday 10th March – A special event to commemorate our golden jubilee year.
David Barby TV, antiques expert and TV personality
The Future of the Civic Trust Movement, Thurs 13th April. Nigel Burton, Chairman of the Civic Trust
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